
Dryer fires are 
real and happen 

every day.
They cause 

property 
damage, loss 

of possessions, 
loss of homes, 

injuries, 
hospitalizations 

and even 
fatalities.

Getting the Facts on Dryer Fires

Joe Dellerba
Lint Check

  As more and more homeowners 
make the transition to townhome and 
condo living, the issue of preventative 
maintenance is even more apparent 
than ever as neighbouring units are 
directly affected when events such 
as a dryer fire occur in a complex. 

In the construction of new homes, 
primarily townhouses, laundry 
facilities are often found to be located 
on second or third levels of the unit. 

In low- and high-rise condo units, 
clothes dryers are often situated in 
compact closets either side by side 
or as stacked combo setups. Often, 
the dryer is set up on one side of 
the unit with a long vent  run to the 
opposite side before reaching the 
termination vent. 

Maintaining these long vent runs 
requires specialized equipment and 
service to ensure that the entire vent 

run is cleared of any combustible lint 
buildup from the clothes dryer all 
the way to the (exterior) termination 
vent. 

Townhouse units with clothes dryers 
located on the second or third level of 
the home can have the vent running 
into the attic to a roof termination 
vent. These require a professional 
that specializes in attic and roof vent 
services.

Another important preventative 
measure is to ensure that the entire 
dryer venting system is made up of 
metal-only venting. 

Foil or plastic / vinyl (white) 
dryer venting is recognized by 
the appliance manufacturer as 
a real fire hazard. In fact, there 
is a warning label that can be 
found at the back of every clothes 
dryer that reads the following 
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or similar warning: “DO NOT 
USE FOIL OR PLASTIC. USE 
METAL VENTING ONLY. 
FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS CAN RESULT 
IN FIRE OR DEATH.”

If your dryer is equipped 
with a foil vent (expandable 
shiny tin foil with a wire ring 
running through it) or plastic 
(expandable white) venting, it 
should be replaced with either 
a rigid or semi-rigid metal vent 
only. 

The reason being that if a fire 
should occur, a metal vent will 
help to contain it whereas foil 
or plastic gives very little to no 
protection whatsoever. 

LINT TRAP BOXES

Condo units often have a 
secondary lint trap box equipped 
with a screen to help catch any 
lint that gets past the lint screen 
in the clothes dryer travelling 
that travels through the venting. 

The challenge with these units 
is that they are often installed in 
an area in the laundry closet (ie: 
ceiling, behind the stacked dryer, 
or not in sight at all) where they 
are often quite difficult to reach 
without the aid of a step ladder,  
thus creating a falling hazard. 

Just as these lint trap boxes 
can be useful, they can also 
prove to be a fire hazard if not 
properly maintained, allowing 
the lint to back up into the dryer 
itself causing the appliance to 

overheat and breakdown or even 
catch fire!

CLOTHES DRYER FIRE SAFETY 

Every clothes dryer comes 
equipped with its own lint screen 
to help trap lint before it makes 
its way through the venting to 
the termination vent outside.  
Cleaning out the lint screen after 
each load alone is not enough to 
remove the fire hazard. 

Lint manages to make its way 
into to the venting through the 
air velocity output of the clothes 
dryer. Lint also accumulates 
inside the dryer cabinet itself, in 
the form of combustible layers 
on top of the heater coils (electric 
dryers) and around igniters (gas 
dryers) as well as blocking up the 
exhaust  blower fan which is what 
creates the actual fire hazard. 

Fires that start inside the dryer 
cabinet and then spread through 
the venting across the rest of 
the home often cause extensive 
damage.

For this reason a complete Dryer 
Fire Prevention service should 
always include a clothes dryer 
inspection. (Unless the clothes 
dryer is brand new). 

Having the clothes dryer 
inspected and cleaned along with 
the entire vent run will not only 
help protect homeowners from 
a preventable dryer fire, but is 
proven to help reduce appliance 
repair costs (90% of clothes 
dryer issues are directly related 

to lint build-up). A lint free clothes 
dryer and dryer vent run will also 
result in shorter drying times as 
low as 25-35 minutes for even full 
load! 

IMPORTANT TIPS TO HELP 
PREVENT A DRYER FIRE 

If the clothes dryer is taking longer 
than 60 minutes to dry a load,  
STOP USING IT IMMEDIATELY 
and call a professional Dryer Fire 
Prevention Service company as 
there is a VERY HIGH RISK of it 
catching fire!

NEVER leave the clothes dryer 
RUNNING UNATTENDED for 
long periods such as when going 
to bed or leaving home. 

KNOW THE WARNING SIGNS

- It takes 40 minutes or longer to 
dry a full load.

- The dryer is equipped with a foil 
or plastic vent.

- A burning smell is noticed when 
the clothes dryer is running. 

If it has been more than 2 years 
since the last dryer fire prevention 
service, an inspection is highly 
recommended. 

The best protection against 
becoming a victim of a dryer 
fire is always preventative 
maintenance! 

Joe Dellerba is an Area Manager for 
Lint Check - "Helping Prevent Dryer 
Fires!"  Lint Check is an award-winning 
residential/commercial dryer fire 
prevention company providing services to 
the Golden Horseshoe and Southwestern 
Ontario area.
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